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Tech Talk

Crankbrothers 5050-2

Riders' overall impressions
This pedal features the most notable design elements, including innovative modular 
styling, spliced inner and outer sides, and unique pin layout on the pedaling surface. The 
pedals were very steady and displayed strong gripping force when testing pedaling force. 
The pedals' overall thickness was very appropriate, and the length and width were also 
optimal. The pedals were very comfortable when riding. The modular 5050-2 displayed 
excellent protection and strength, and perhaps its only flaw was the difficulty of extracting 
broken pins. 

Smoothness
Gripping force
Weight
Comfort
Styling & colors
Strength
Performance-price ratio

Features
●The 5050-2 employs an extremely smooth-running chromoly steel shaft.  
●The materials employed in this pedal consist of engineering plastic on the inner side and 

a high-strength CNC-machined aluminum block on the outer side. One screw attaches 
both sides.

●The 5050-2 boasts a trademark open design on the outer side. And in contrast to other 
brands, the central portion employs a concave structure.

●The "crescent blade styling" of the inner and central portions make these the most 
distinctive of all the pedals tested. 

● ● ●

●
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Tech Talk

Spank Oozy

Riders' overall impressions
One of the key points of this pedal is its highly stylish design, and there is little to complain 
about concerning the design, CNC cutting, styling, or colors. The body of the pedal consists 
of a single CNC-machined aluminum block, and the green and metal colors are perfectly 
matched. On the ultra-thin body, the pins have a very rational design, and the number and 
arrangement of pins enhances the pedals' gripping force in all directions. Another notable 
feature is the use of chromoly steel bearings protected by an inner frame, which should 
prolong the pedals' service life. On the whole, these pedals optimally meet both scientific 
and aesthetic needs, including the advantages of light weight, excellent mud-shedding, 
and simple maintenance.

Smoothness
Gripping force
Weight
Comfort
Styling & colors
Strength
Performance-price ratio

Features
●These pedals employ a special locking chromoly steel shaft: The rear has fastening 

screws, and the front has bearings with heavy-duty seals.
●The pedals have an enlarged pedaling area, and also emphasize light weight and 

thinness.
●The CNC machining in the interior of both sides of the pedal is very attractively done, and 

the cleats are very easy to replace.
●The sides of the pedals are only 1.5 mm in thickness, and the green and metal color 

scheme is perfectly matched.

● ● ●

●
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E Thirteen LG1

Riders' overall impressions
This large pedal could be used as a rice scoop. The E 
thirteen LG1 combines several convenient functions 
in one product. First, these 13cm (L) x 10cm (W) 
pedals have an impact-resistant curved design, and 
the 4mm pins offer strong gripping force. Thanks 
to the well-known exclusive Spincontrol T25 shaft 
adjustment system, these had the best ergonomic 
design of all the pedals tested. The body and frame 
have a sandwich structure, which consists of white 
interchangeable polycarbonate layers with high 
abrasion resistance, and a central aluminum alloy 
layer with high strength. This pairing of impact 
resistance and high strength is an excellent design 
feature. However, the E Thirteen LG1 cost RMB 880 
a pair, there may be quality control problems, and 
the pedals can do considerable damage to ordinary 
flat-sole cycling shoes. These factors may reduce 
the performance-price ratio somewhat.

Features
●E Thirteen LG1 pedals have a standard configuration consisting of 4mm pins (1mm and 

7mm pins are optional), and only the Xpedo XMX28MC's pins have comparable length. 
There is an asymmetric arrangement of pins on the right and left sides of the shaft, and 
the pin density is very high. 

●Feature automatic lubrication, sturdy Igus chromoly steel bushing bearings, and very 
attractive color scheme.

●The sandwich structure of the body and frame employs impact-resistant interchangeable 
polycarbonate layers (white upper and lower layers) ＋ detachable aluminum alloy layer 
(black central layer).

●The E Thirteen's exclusive Spincontrol T25 shaft adjustment system can slightly adjust 
the pedal surface upward or downward in accordance with the angle of the sole of the 
rider's foot. 

●

● ●

●

Smoothness
Gripping force
Weight
Comfort
Styling & colors
Strength
Performance-price ratio
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Ritech M605

Riders' overall impressions
A strong visual sense of metallic construction is what most sets the Ritech M605 apart from 
the other pedals. Anodization and an open design are paired with strong metallic lines, 
which was one of the things that impressed the test riders the most. On the other hand, 
the pedals fell a bit short in the key area of gripping force. Although each surface had 10 
pins, the central area lacked pins, and there were too many pins on the inner side. This 
design resulted in poor gripping force during testing. In addition, the pins should be longer 
and thinner. The smoothness and overall strength of the pedals are only middling, and are 
certainly not exceptional. 

Smoothness
Gripping force
Weight
Comfort
Styling & colors
Strength
Performance-price ratio

Features
●The CNC cutting of the aluminum alloy body, the open metal design, and the mud-

shedding ability are all extremely good.
●The pedals boast a precision-cut 5061 CNC aluminum alloy outer frame design. 
●The large pedaling surfaces have anodized surface treatment, and there is a strong 

sense of metallic construction.
●Employs a fully-sealed CNC chromoly steel shaft.

● ● ●

●
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Zeray ZP-D262

Riders' overall impressions
Unlike heavy, high-strength pedals intended for both FR and DH use, these pedals are 
specifically intended for downhill usage, and feature a very thin edge and light weight. 
The overall pedal structure is very well-designed, and the color scheme is attractive, but 
some problems emerged during actual riding: The externally placed shaft is very easily 
damaged, the pedals are not very robust, and the metallic color of the aluminum block 
shows very clearly when the pedals are struck by rocks during riding. The pins are easily 
bent, but difficult to remove, and maintenance is not very convenient. Nevertheless, this 
pedal has a very competitive performance-price ratio. 

Smoothness
Gripping force
Weight
Comfort
Styling & colors
Strength
Performance-price ratio

Features
●The pedals employ a dual bushing structure, and two special dust seals are installed 

between the shaft and pedal body.
●The pins on the pedal body are screwed in using a special accompanying small tool. 

There are 12 pins on the surface of each pedal, and they are symmetrically arranged 
with six on the right and left.

●The one-piece CNC machined aluminum alloy body has a very sleek design. 
●The thickness of the outer side of the pedals near the shaft is 1.3mm, and the thickness 

along the thickest part of the edge is only 0.5mm, which shows the lightweight construction 
of these pedals.

● ● ●

●
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Xpedo XMX28MC

Riders' overall impressions
The XMX28MC reveals the "meatgrinder" form of the MG-1, and is an improvement on 
the basis of the "ultra-light" XMX24MC. This lightweight pedal has a chromoly steel shaft, 
and features a 10-pin single-side design. The structure of the central portion has also been 
optimized. The pedals offers sufficient strength for ordinary AM riding, and the trapezoidal 
sides are clearly designed to maintain strength. These pedals are very reasonably priced. 

Smoothness
Gripping force
Weight
Comfort
Styling & colors
Strength
Performance-price ratio

Features
●The shaft system employs two bearings; one bearing has a DU design, which offers 

enhanced abrasion-resistance.
●The outer end of the shaft has no cap, which may be considered a distinctive feature. 
●Features include a CNC-cut open trapezoidal side design, long pins on the top and 

bottom, and a rational positioning design.
●The pedal body is made from a single piece of lightweight, ultra-thin magnesium alloy. 

● ● ●

●
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Wellgo B030

Riders' overall impressions
Like its black body, the B030's design features are hidden in its details. Two special dust 
seals are installed between the shaft and pedal body, which provides excellent proof against 
both water and dust performance. As for gripping force, the pins are clearly distributed on 
two sides, but are short. It is recommended that the standard pins be replaced with thinner, 
longer pins. Another advantageous feature is the large open area, which is a consistent 
feature of Wellgo's pedals, and of course offers superior mud-shedding performance. It's 
worth noting that the externally-placed bearings may receive impacts, which might cause 
the shaft to loosen or rotate roughly. 

Smoothness
Gripping force
Weight
Comfort
Styling & colors
Strength
Performance-price ratio

Features
●The bearings consist of the same three sealed bearings used in the Xpedo XMX28MC.
●The pedals are very thin, and the shaft has no pins to enhance gripping force.
●Large open areas have been cut out of the high-strength material. 
●The pins are designed from the side and can be screwed out from the back, simplifying 

maintenance.

● ● ●

●

















深圳市全盛运动科技有限公司

Shenzhen Allpower Sports Technology Co.,Itd
地址：深圳市公明下村社区 第三工业区顺泰和科技园A1栋厂房3楼

ADD:Floor3 Building  A1 Shun Tai He Technology Park No.3 
         Industrial Area Xiacun Gongming Town Shenzhen China

www.chinabicycles.net

Tel:+86-755-83697382 Fax:+86-755-83668837
Skype:jason-76

E-Mail:okay365@chinabicycles.net
Contact:Jason Tang

Size:700C*540mm
Frame:Alloy
Fork:Alloy
Derailer:18speed

OK-XT10

Size:26*17
Frame:Carbon T700
Fork:Alloy
Derailer:Microshift 27speed

OK-6001

Size:26*15
Frame:Alloy
Fork:Alloy
Derailer:Shimano 24speed

OK-6002

Size:27.5*16
Frame:Alloy
Fork:Alloy
Derailer:Shimano 30speed

OK-XC120BIKE
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